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Abstract

With the fast growing development of cloud based architecture, smart technology such as Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) and many other new developments of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) has caused a large increase in data volumes and more complexities in how to handle and manage the data in a more secure and efficient way. This is heightened by the increasing cyber-attacks and range of different types of attack vectors which has become a lucrative and more organised criminal behaviour with ransom ware-as-a-service, as example. It’s becoming apparent that even with attention to the various business structures and methods to mitigate cyber security risks such as, continual review of policies/compliance, training, patching, deploying Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (IDPS), etc., has not lessened the cyber security breach effect. In fact, more diverse types of cyber-attacks are increasing and growing year on year at a faster rate, particularly in the healthcare industry which accounts for more than 50% of all cyber-attacks. From a client perspective there are of course many advantages of the modern software and system developments and its ‘on data demand’ type culture that is expected and will benefit in many ways particularly with the more recent developments in Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning. However, there is a feeling that there is less control on this data usage and its access and concerns over the scale of impacts leading to criminal effects of identity theft and victimisation.

With these points in mind there is a growing motivation for industry to look at guide line on the forensics investigation of the IoT devices. The aim of this paper is to highlight the needs and the Digital Forensic Investigation Process Model (DFIPM) for IoT devices in order to assure data privacy.

Introduction

Malicious attackers are enhancing their Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs) in order to cause security breaches within organisations leading to data theft, manipulation or blackmailing for instance. An article from Forbes (2019) claims that Electronic Health Records (EHRs) can be worth $1,000 (£778) for hackers and therefore the steady increase of cyber-attacks towards the medical sector. One of the most relevant breaches affecting medical processes was the WannaCry ransomware attack over England National Health Service (NHS) that caused a total of 19,000 appointments cancelled and £92 million investment to remediate and recover from the incident (Field, 2019) [1]. In addition, an article presented by DiGiacomo [2] (2018) presents that in January of 2018 there were reported approximately 115 cyber-attacks, which the one with highest damage rate was over Health South-East RHF, a healthcare organisation that manages hospitals in Norway with a possibility that over 2.9 million users are potentially affected by the breach (Cimpanu, 2018) [3,4].

The research from Catarinucci, et al. (2015) [5] shows how Personal Health Information (PHI) is processed and transmitted via IoT based devices used for medical purposes (e.g., Wireless Body Area Networks WBAN, Wireless Sensor Networks WSN, biomedical systems, customised mobile applications), supporting the roles of General Practitioners (GPs) to make faster decisions avoiding unnecessary medical appointments with patients. Furthermore, Mittal (2017) [6] predicted an estimated amount of 163.2 million IoT devices aimed to healthcare purposes. IoT presents several challenges in terms of performance and security, and furthermore currently there is no approved standard or framework supporting this new engineering paradigm. Therefore, as a result it complicates the role of security experts and policymakers to deliver the necessary measures that an organisation requires to achieve regulatory compliance.

Digital Forensic (DF) investigation is a process that works along with Incident Response in order to extract information from a particular device, system or infrastructure, which is submitted to analysis, preservation and presentation of digital evidence that can be used to identify activities related to security/policy violation or crime. Considering that most of devices are unlikely to show or contain the necessary consent from users (O’Connor, et al., 2017) [7], the limitations that Internet of Things (IoT) present in terms of hardware and software, the complexity in its architecture, no standardisation present, along with the recently enforced European Global Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the requirement to define a comprehensive and holistic forensic investigation model that ensures data privacy and compliance maintaining most discretion during an investigation in order to prevent people during and after a security breach is now required.

Internet of Things in Medicine and Wireless Body Area Networks (WBAN)

The research from Al-Fuqaha, et al. (2015) [8] shows details of the IoT architecture with:
a. **Objects Layer** - The objects layer can be recognised as perception layer too, and it is represented by the physical devices of the IoT aimed to collect, process information and execute actions according to the orders from operators. This layer is made up of sensors and actuators that can be used for different actions such as querying location, temperature, pressure, weight, etc. This layer is in charge of starting the big data over the architecture, and it is transferred through secure channels to the Object Abstraction Layer (Al-Fuqaha, A., et al., 2015).

b. **Object Abstraction Layer** - This layer transfers the information received from the Objects layer using secure channels addressed to the Service Management layer. An interesting feature that IoT devices present is the fact that data is transferred through different communication protocols such as 3G, GSM, UMTS, RFID, WiFi, Bluetooth, Infrared, ZigBee, etc. In addition, this layer handles processes regarding data management and cloud computing.

c. **Service Management Layer** - This layer pairs a service with the sender/requester based on names and addresses. It allows IoT software developers to work along with different resources without limitations related to specific hardware requirements. Moreover, this layer performs data processing, decision making and delivers the requested services over the wired network.

d. **Application Layer** - The application layer provides the services to the end user. The main feature is the capability to provide high-quality and smart services in order to comply with the user’s needs.

e. **Business Layer** - The business layer manages the overall IoT environment including the activities of the system and their services developed (Sethi, P. and Sarangi, S.R., 2017) [9]. It must support operators by deploying graphs, flowcharts, reports in order to build a business model according to the information received from the Application layer. In addition, it should support on decision making-processes based on Data analytics. This layer must monitor and manage the behaviour of the underlying four layers and compare the output information with the expected one in order to enhance the services and preserve users’ privacy (Al-Fuqaha, A., et al., 2015).

Looking at correlation with the research from Lee, I. et al. (2012) [10], as shown in Figure 1, medical IoT devices are divided in monitoring devices like heart-rate and oxygen-level sensors, providing information about the physiologic state from the patient; and delivery devices like infusion pumps for instance, which can perform therapy actions in order to enhance the patient’s health status. In addition, the information gathered from sensors are sent to different administrative platforms such as Electronic Health Records (HER), pharmaceutical stores, hospitals, private vendors, etc., together with systems that are supported by electronic devices aimed at decision support such as controllers and alarms (Figure 1).

IoT-driven healthcare is allowing a transition from hospital to patient-centric with a model called Patient Centred Care (PCC) having as core component patients and their individual health requirements (Farahani, et al., 2018) [11]. The application of IoT in healthcare is possible thanks to Wireless Body Area Networks (WBAN), allowing to retrieve information from patients without the requirement to be present. WBAN can be wearable or implantable, and the IEEE 802.15.6 has proposed a taxonomy for WBAN depending on its location within the human body and their main tasks for the network. The node is classified into the following:

- **Implant Node**: It is planted under the skin or within the body.
- **Body Surface**: Place over the skin or 2 cm away from the body.
- **External Node**: It does not have contact with the human body and is away a minimum distance of 5 cm.

In addition, the research from Al-Janabi, S., et al. (2017) [12] presents the architecture of WBAN divided into three tiers. WBAN devices are tied to a certain application and because the human body continuously changes it cannot be defined as a fixed network. Tier-1 consists of intra-WBAN communication, where devices are sending/receiving information to/from a Personnel Server (PS), which acts as a gateway to communicate with local networks. Tier-2 is the bridge between PS and access points (APs), allowing the communication between the local and the wide area network (WAN) however, the AP must be placed in a strategic point allowing emergency services. Finally, Tier-3 allows the communication from the beginning sensor node with the database that normally is allocated within cloud computing environments (Figure 2).

Therefore, taking Figures 1 and 2, and the research from Kocabas, et al. (2016) [13], the IoMT architecture can be divided into four layers according as shown in Figure 3. Layer 1 in charge of data acquisition, which involves WBAN (Cavallari, R., et al., 2014) [14] and biomedical sensors, using wireless protocols like WSNs, Bluetooth, ZigBee, etc., video surveillance and mobile networks (Movassaghi, S., et al., 2014) [15]. Layer 2 pre-process the data from sensors because they are limited in resources and due to the amount of information it must be sent to a more sophisticated device, which acts as a gateway in order to transmit the information to the cloud environment. Layer 3 is the cloud granting access to caregivers or patients to their health...
information and the ability to predict possible health changes thanks to data analytics and data science. Finally Layer 4 can provide either passive action allowing a better monitoring of the patient’s condition, whereas the active action involves order to actuators to provide changes in the medical device (Figure 3).

The Role of Forensic Investigation in IoMT

Forensic investigation is an essential part of incident response in cyber security. Investigators must understand the threats that medical IoT devices are prone such as data exfiltration, data tampering, ransomware, botnets, etc., however, the threat landscape is subject to modifications and it would depend whether the Internet of Things gets standardised or not.

Khan, S., et al. (2017) [16] claim that forensic investigation in the Internet of Things demands solutions from researchers, security and IoT experts, along with cloud computing providers to secure the infrastructure during a security incident. Nowadays, it is a fact that one of the main targets for malicious attackers are EHRs from patients and therefore, investigators must assure privacy to data owners during the investigation process too.

The information in the mind-map in Figure 4, shows the challenges that forensic investigators have when dealing with medical IoTs. Considering that IoT is mainly cloud based, therefore, three stages are recommended for investigation. Firstly the device from users, secondly the network where the information is being transmitted and finally the cloud servers. It is important that the chain of custody is respected so that all digital evidence extracted are reliable, authentic, complete, believable and admissible before it can be presented for judgment.

Although, cloud environment has provided a great support for businesses simplifying the system and network administration, it has also increased the risks in terms of security and privacy. Furthermore, its infrastructure has become more complex to perform forensic investigation.

The challenges that cloud forensics presents are:

- **Identification:** It refers to the possible evidence that requires to be gathered for the investigation, which demands collaboration from stakeholders and Cloud Service Providers (CSPs). One of the main challenges presented are the physical location of devices and jurisdiction. Cloud systems can be located at any place throughout the world which can mean for investigators the possibility of dealing with national or regional laws in terms of data acquisition out of bounds (Quick, et al., 2013) [17]. In addition, other important features that cloud provides are decentralised data and redundancy, meaning that there is more than one location for file retrieval, including logs and therefore, the complexity to destroy evidence from the cloud (Ruan, K., et al., 2013) [18]. However, some CSPs have their own log formatting, complicating the task of pulling forensic data. Another important aspect is encryption, which is nowadays important for privacy purposes; however, the encryption algorithms used can mean an important challenge for this and the next phases.

- **Preservation:** The main goal is to preserve the integrity of digital evidence that could likely contribute to the overall investigation following the definition from ISO 27037 (2012) [19,20]. However it presents significant challenges, starting with: 1) Chain of Custody (CoC), where it is highlighted the importance of the maintenance of it following guidelines set such as the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) [21] guideline. Principle 3 of the ACPO claims the requirement of keeping record of all processes done (ACPO, 2012). However, this guideline is not adapted for cloud environments (Pichan, et al., 2015) [22], even worse for Internet of Things architectures; 2) Evidence segregation: cloud is featured for multi-tenancy, presenting difficulties in the isolation and preservation of evidence without involving other tenants that are using the same resources; 3) Distributed Storage: Cloud computing is elastic and its data can be stored into many different hosts located worldwide; 4) Data Volatility: Information transmitted to cloud servers are volatile because of its nature such as structured, semi-structured, non-structured, etc., therefore investigators struggle with the preservation and collection of data that could support on building a reliable CoC and Data Integrity: It is important that data collected is accurate and not tampered during its transmission and while being retained by storage services.

- **Collection or Data Acquisition:** CSA defines collection as the process to collect items that likely have potential evidence, while acquisition refers to imaging/replicating a copy of the information under specific parameters (CSA, 2013a). Although cloud offers simplified administration, from the investigation standpoint the inaccessibility is the main due to its nature. Access to cloud storage is not possible, while is a client-server environment is guaranteed (Pichan, et al., 2015). Other challenge is trust, which has been highlighted by many researchers (Birk and Wegener, 2011[23]; Daryabar et al., 2013 [24]; Hay and Nance, 2008 [25]; Zawad and Hasan, 2013 [26]; Hay et al., 2011) [27]. For evidence to be
validated it requires an established level of trust on the layers that compose the architecture of the cloud system. Multiple VMs, sharing same physical resources, allowing to host multiple users at the same time and the information can get across multiple data centres. This feature can mean that privacy of users must be taken into account due to the shared infrastructure. In addition, it means the collection of higher amounts of data implying higher time consumption that could lead to the investigation to get discarded (Ruan, et al., 2013). When information gets collected, it can be encrypted and the time to its decipher could be further than the deadline assigned. The architecture of cloud leads to jurisdiction challenges as mentioned beyond, because of its location investigators could deal with internal regulations that could not allow them to collect the digital evidence required to support the overall investigation.

- **Examination / Data Analysis:** The NIST defines this step as the usage of tools and techniques to the collected data in order to extract the relevant information while maintaining its integrity along with the analysis of the results obtained that could answer the questions that lead to the collection of the information (Kent, et al., 2006) [28]. One of the main challenges for investigators is that there is not a standardised framework for logging. Generally, cloud providers have their own policies and formats for log recording (AWS Security Centre A, 2013b, 2014; Google, 2014) [29-31]. Other challenge is the time lining that could contribute to the reconstruction of the sequence of events for building a reliable CoC and delivering a comprehensive explanation to a jury. Digital evidence must be authentic, complete, reliable, admissible and especially believable (Reilly, et al., 2010) [32]. Evidence in cloud can get spread through multiple devices, including mobile, wearable and implantable devices. The research from Ruan et al. (2011) showed that CSPs sometimes exchange services between themselves, leading to a convoluted array of an intra-cloud level dependency chain.

- **Reporting / Presentation:** The NIST defines this phase as the process which involves the description of actions performed, and the required tasks to be taken for the improvement of policies, procedures, guidelines, tools and other features of the forensic process (Kent et al., 2006). The main challenges are: 1) Jurisdiction: When presenting the details of the investigation, the law in each nation is different and the research from Ruan et al. (2013) points out the lack of international cooperation for cross nation data access and exchange; 2) CoC: Demonstrating a CoC in cloud environments is more complex than in traditional forensic investigation processes, therefore the need of following a reliable and updated guideline for evidence collection and CoC construction, and; 3) Compliance: If the investigators are keen to get the evidence shown validated by the court, following a standard procedure for forensic investigation is necessary. Some examples are the ACPO and the International Organisation on Computer Evidence (IOCE) (Pichan et al., 2015). However there is not present an approved international standard that could support forensic investigation worldwide, and in the UK the ACPO guideline is outdated because it does not show guideline for cloud environments, even worse for IoT.

User devices are important during an investigation when talking about IoT, and it is more relevant when devices are used for medical purposes. Nowadays IoT devices present several security and privacy issues that creates concern on security experts on whether the device is reliable or not. In addition, a smart devices can be used as a node to perform pivoting techniques in order to get access to the main target. For example, information that was stolen in a casino got successful due to a fish tank that possessed internet connectivity according to the article published by Forbes (Matthews, 2017) [33].

It is unavoidable that smart devices are creating more attack vectors for malicious hackers in order to bypass security layers and get access to their main targets. IoT presents great future for medicine, allowing the usage of either wearable or implantable devices; however, these devices can be hacked or incriminated by malicious attackers by using them as source of attack leading to the prosecution of owners. In addition, IoT presents diverse architectures in terms of hardware and software. One of the common ones in terms of hardware are the Arduino and Raspberry Pi, while for software, the Operating System (OS) Contiki has a software named Cooja used for the simulation of IoT environments. Nevertheless, from the investigative context it is necessary to be clear how to trace back the source of the crime in order to form a believable CoC. This leads to questions such as:

- “Is it necessary to have contact with the provider of the components from the device?” e.g. microprocessor provider.
- “How data is being collected and transmitted from device to cloud?”
- “What are the protocols used in the IoT context for this device?” “Are they compatible with traditional TCP/IP networks?”
- “Was the involved device either a victim or a criminal?”

Moreover, there are ethics involved during the investigation period. For instance, legally users can simply deny the request of retrieving the device for investigation as they are the owners of their information and they can establish their boundaries.

**Conclusion**

There has been significant increase in the volume and diversity of cyber attacks over the last few years. Attack formations have become more complicated, progressing from script kiddies to crime-for-hire (Ransomware-as-a-Service) and sophisticated hackers. However, attack success relies on the victim acting as the catalyst to initiate the chain of events. Therefore, one of the most complex part to contain or control in handling cyber security risks is the human element.

No matter what amount of training or programme in organisations is used to heighten the intent by malicious outsiders it looks evident that social engineering such phishing attacks will still increase due to human nature of curiosity. Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (IDPS) will help but also opens the debate on adding the layer of security through block chain and protecting high value data (sensitive or personal data) so even if attacks have succeeded there are other hurdles to overcome requiring defeating encryption.

This paper has attempted to highlight the challenges of the existing IoT forensic investigation models by identifying the multiple architectures that IoT interacts with, and showing the gaps for their different forensic investigation processes. Any IoT forensics investigation framework or model must ensure a high quality CoC including detailed reporting. Finally, having Information Governance...
procedures to perform precise tasks and deliver high quality investigation is paramount. Creation of “Smart Contracts” that would allow investigators to adhere to the SLAs agreed along with regulatory compliance will protect the rights of digital citizens.
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